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ABSTRACT 

Raspberry pi (R-pi) is a low cost system on chip (SOC) com-puter which can be operated with various operating 

systems like Raspbian for ubuntu, Pidora for fedora. This SOC has plenty of GPIO hardware ports through which programmer 

can access sensors connected to external devices. In traditional computer systems, we can access external hardware through 

USB/serial ports, where lot of programming and hardware circuits are nec-essary. But Raspberry Pi has built in GPIO pins 

to which exter-nal sensors are connected and these pins are addressable from python program, using specific library routines. 

This facility en-ables the designer to directly access the sensor connected to the hardware ports. Sensors connected to the 

Raspberry Pi SOC communicates with ubuntu base station using wireless Zigbee technology. In this experiment, live sensor 

data is transmitted over zigbee chan-nel and received using zigbee receiver and graph is displayed at Ubuntu laptop. 

Experiments are conducted and graphs are drawn for temperature, humidity, and light and motion detection sen-sors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Networks have intensive 

applications in IOT (Internet of Things) where wireless 

transmission technologies such as Bluetooth, ZIGBEE, WiFi 

can be used. Various open hardware devices such as raspberry 

pi, aurdino can be pro-grammed to perform specific sensing 

operations. These embed-ded systems uses Python, Java as 

programming language run-ning in OS like raspbian. The 

library package facilitates access to digital GPIO and analog IO 

ports which can be connected to sensors. Each node in WSN 

will consists of sensor, micro controller and ZIGBEE. The 

sensed data is fed to the micro con-troller and from there, it will 

be fed to Zigbee for wireless trans-mission and received by the 

base station, which can be a laptop connected to internet. 

The experiment uses DHT11 Adafruit Library to 

extract temperature-humidity data and python library for 

Rpi.GPIO to extract PIR motion sensor, LDR light sensor data. 

Experiment uses following Hardware components - 

DHT-11 temperature-humidity sensor, Raspberry pi board, 

Zigbee mod-ule, PIR motion sensor, LDR light sensor and 

UBUNTU laptop. [24] Following data sheets and manuals are 

referred to design and program the circuit - PIR sensor   

(http://www.nskelectronics.com/motion_sensor.html),  

(https://www.crazypi.com/buy-grove-pir-motion-sensor 

?search=motion%20sensor), light sensor LM393 [27], NSK 

zigbee cc2500 (http://www.nskelectronics.com/files/cc2500 rf 

module. pdf), DHT-11(Adafruit’s Raspberry Pi Lesson 4., 

GPIO Setup, Created by Simon Monk, adafruit learning 

system) (https://learn.adafruit.com/dht-humidity-sensing-on-

raspberry-pi-with-gdocs-logging/overview) ( 

https://github.com/adafruit/AdafruitPythonDHT) and 

Raspberry pi (http:/sourceforge.net/p/rasperry-gpio-

python/wiki/BasicUsage/). 

2. HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

2.1 Raspberry Pi 

The Raspberry Pi-2 Model B used in the experiment 

is second generation Raspberry Pi 

(https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-2-model-

b/) SOC, and is more useful for em-bedded projects and projects 

which require very low power. It is a single board computer for 

which sensor nodes, Zigbee devices can be connected and it 

works on Ubuntu like raspbian operating system. The raspberry 

pi uses the OS deployed at the SD card. Even if linux is not real 

time OS, the program will be given enough priority and time by 

the linux kernel (https://learn.adafruit.com/dht-humidity-

sensing-on-raspberry-pi-with-gdocs-logging/overview) to 

reliably read the sensor. Due to this, there is no guarantee that 

the program will be given, enough priority and time by the linux 

kernel to reliably read the sensor. However about 75% of the 

read requests should generally succeed and return a result. 

The raspberry pi can be used along with keyboard, 

mouse and HDMI monitor (Adafruit’s Raspberry Pi, 5). These 

IO devices can be directly connected to the R-pi board using 

USB or we can use remote access pro-gram such as putty or 

remnia desktop client using Ethernet or wifi. We can also use 

serial pin (tx/rx) to allow devices to con-nect to its console. 

Since all of its GPIO pins are digital, they can input-output only 

high and low levels. 

Raspberry pi system is low cost and highly scalable 

both in terms of the type of sensors and number of sensor nodes 

[18]. WSN can be built using raspberry pi, which can be low 

cost, easy to build, and easy to maintain as compared to earlier 

de-signs. Also it is low power device, uses 3.3V for its 

operation applications. The Zigbee can be used as router, co-

sensor%20%20%20(http:/www.nskelectronics.com/motion_sensor.html),%20%20(https:/www.crazypi.com/buy-grove-pir-motion-sensor%20?search=motion%20sensor),
sensor%20%20%20(http:/www.nskelectronics.com/motion_sensor.html),%20%20(https:/www.crazypi.com/buy-grove-pir-motion-sensor%20?search=motion%20sensor),
sensor%20%20%20(http:/www.nskelectronics.com/motion_sensor.html),%20%20(https:/www.crazypi.com/buy-grove-pir-motion-sensor%20?search=motion%20sensor),
sensor%20%20%20(http:/www.nskelectronics.com/motion_sensor.html),%20%20(https:/www.crazypi.com/buy-grove-pir-motion-sensor%20?search=motion%20sensor),
http://www.nskelectronics.com/files/cc2500%20rf%20module.%20pdf
http://www.nskelectronics.com/files/cc2500%20rf%20module.%20pdf
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https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-2-model-b/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-2-model-b/
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coordinator and end devices, and has the capability to control 

the entire net-work. 

ZigBee uses IEEE 802.15.4 standard [10][11], is a 

communi-cation technology which is suitable for WSN [1] , to 

transmit data from sensor node to base station. The advantage 

of zigbee is its low cost and low power consumption, which is 

ideal for resource hungry sensor networks. It is a networking 

standard [8] for connecting sensors, instrumentation and control 

systems in a wireless personal area network (WPAN). These 

technology standards are used in the Internet of things concept 

where all the above discussed devices are connected to the 

Internet via WiFi/Ethernet. It has better performance over its 

competing technologies in the parameters like frequency band, 

range, cur-rent consumption and data rate etc. 

2.2 DHT-11 

The DHT-11[20] is a basic, ultra low-cost composite 

sensor, senses both digital temperature and humidity values 

[17]. It is fairly simple to use, but requires careful timing to grab 

data having sampling period of 2 seconds. Since it works with 

DC 3.5-5.5v, the device can be connected directly to GPIO pin 

of Raspberry pi. 

2.3 Zigbee 

The circuit uses cc2500 ZigBee [13], and is used in 

the wireless communication. It is connected to raspberry pi 

using USB port [15] at the sender side and UBUNTU laptop at 

the receiver side. A pair of ZigBee of the same series needs to 

be used in order to make the communication. Sensor networks 

which operate on battery power [3], has a low data rate of 

250kbps [2] and radio range of 20m to 100m [8], which is 

higher value compared to competitive technologies like 

Bluetooth and wifi. CC2500 is a plug and play device, no 

external antenna and no configuration is needed and its range is 

max 30m (line of sight). This mod-ule works in serial 

communication and provides bidirectional, but only one 

direction at the same time(half-duplex), operates at frequency 

of 2.4 GHz, transmit and receive data at baud rate of 9600, and 

are particularly suitable for fast prototyping for WSN. 

2.4 Motion Sensor - PIR 

Motion sensor is a Passive Infra-Red (PIR) sensor, 

which will detect motion of objects passing in front of it. 

2.5 Light Sensor - LM-383 

Light Dependent Resistors (LDR) is a variable 

resistor device, allows to measure a number of light levels using 

a single GPIO pin. 

3. PROGRAMMING THE HARDWARE USING 
PYTHON 

3.1 Python and Raspberry Pi 

The single board computer Raspberry Pi [19] uses 

python as one of its programming language. It is an easy to use 

programming language and lets the user to connect Raspberry 

Pi to the real world [21]. A Python program contains a series of 

commands that the computer executes from top to bottom. It is 

a versatile high level language, with easy to read syntax that 

allows pro-grammers to use fewer lines of code than would be 

possible in language such as assembly, c or java [22]. 

Using with Raspberry Pi, python lets the user to 

connect the project to the real world. It has the facility to access 

GPIO pins of Raspberry, through programming instructions, 

which will simplify the interface, which will allow access to 

these pins. 

Python has GPIO library [23], which has APIs to 

perform op-erations on hardware modules connected to GPIO 

pins. Python GPIO library has the facility to access GPIO pins 

of R-pi, through which user connects his project to the real 

world. Rasp-berry pi has many exposed interfaces and power 

full CPU makes flexible base platform to evaluate sensor 

devices, and prototype data collection and compute 

applications[24]. We can connect simple sensors to GPIO pins 

and for complex sensors we can use the USB. The GPIO set up 

is required for raspberry pi [12]. To program the GPIO ports in 

python, we need to install a very use-ful python2 library called 

Rpi.GPI0. Instructions for installing the library can be found at 

raspberrypi.org1. 

3.2 DHT-11 And Adafruit Library 

Adafruit developed python library for DHT 

sensor[5][20], and for many other sensors. Raspberry pi 

controlled wireless sen-sor networks, can be used in traffic 

monitoring [3] systems. For wireless networking we can use 

Zigbee[2], Bluetooth[4], wifi[8] and GPRS. Humidity-

temperature sensors libraries [9][16] are downloaded from 

adafruit2. 

4. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The execution sequence is as given below. 

1. Receiver: (UBUNTU) 

sudo python recv.py 

2. Sender: (raspberry pi) 

sudo python sender.py 

In any client-server type of environment, the server 

must be ready to receive client requests. now the client can 

initiate its communication. In the current experiment also, the 

receiver acts server and must started early. Sender R-pi will 

sense the sensor data and send it to the base station. 

4.1 Design of Sensor Node Circuit Diagram 

DHT-11 sensor is connected to raspberry pi, which 

senses the temperature and humidity data and it is fed to the 

python pro-gram using GPIO pin 21(h/w pin number 40), with 

a pull up resistor 4.7K or 10K (ohm) as shown in the fig.1. This 

resis-tor works as current limiter and as load balancer, which 

will be used as a pull-up resistor from the data pin to VCC. The 

data is fed into the ZIGBEE module, connected through USB 

port of raspberry pi.  
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Fig. 1: Raspberry pi connected to DHT-11 sensor 

 

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the DHT-11 (Sender) 

 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the DHT-11 (Receiver) 

Similarly, other sensors are also connected and 

programmed using R-pi. The pin assignment in the circuit is as 

shown the table.1. The python code calls DHT library which in 

turn reads temperature and it is returned back to the python 

program as shown in the state diagram at Fig. 4 in which Python 

Code, calls Adafruit-DHT Library. 

 

Fig. 4: State diagram of reading temperature, humidity data 
from DHT-11 

Table 1. The pin assignment in the circuit 

Raspberry Pi 

Side HW 

(GPIO) 

Signal Name 
Sensor Name/Pin 

No. 

6 GND DHT-11/ 4 

2 VCC DHT-11/1 

40 (GPIO-21) signal-Temp DHT-11/2 

6 GND PIR / GND 

2 VCC PIR / VCC 

26 (GPIO-7) signal-motion detected PIR / OUT 

6 GND LM-393 / GND 

2 VCC LM-393 / VCC 

29 (GPIO-5) signal-light-intensity LM-393 / A0 

 

 

1. Algorithm: Transfer sensor data using 

Zig Bee 

 

Algorithm zig bee sender()  

 

1. [import following libraries] 

 

Serial, time,adafruit DHT, matplotlib, 

RPi.GPIO  

2. [initial raspberry pi serial port] 

Ser=serial.serial(’/dev/USB0’,9600); 

 

3.[Set GPIO mode to BCM. 

 

4. Use following R-pi GPIO pin 

configuration] temp,humidity GPIO-21 

 

pir GPIO-7  

LDR GPIO-5 

 

5. [repeat step 5 to step 10 until 

termination send the sensor data to 

zigbee] 

 

6. [read temperature(temp), humidity 

using DHT library]  

Humidity ,temperature= Adafruit DHT. 

read retry(sensor,pin) 

 

7. [write temperature into serial 

port] 
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Ser.write(temp) 

 

8. [write humidity into serial port] 

Ser.write(humidity) 

 

9. [ Read PIR Status (pir) and write 

into serial port ] pir=read(PIR); 

 

Ser.write(pir); 

 

10. [ Read light intensity (ldr ) and 

write into serial port ] ldr = read(LDR) 

 

Ser.write(ldr) 

 

11. End of sender algorithm. 

Algorithm zig bee receiver() 

 

 

1. [import following python package] 

Serial, time sys, matplotlib 

2. [Initialise serial port] 

Port=serial.serial(”/dev/ttyusb0”) 

3. [repeat step 3 and step 11 until 

termination 

Read incomming sensor data using zigbee 

and display it on terminal] 

4. Rcv=port.readline 

5. Print ”temp= ”,Rcv 

6. Rcv=port.readline 

7. Print ”humidity= ”,Rcv 

8. Rcv=port.readline 

9. Print ”PIR= ”,Rcv 

10. Rcv=port.readline 

11. Print ”Light= ”,Rcv 

12. End of receiver algorithm. 

 

4.2 Programming Sender Side (Raspberry Pi) 
Following code will read temperature data from DHT-11 

and write it to zigbee connected to USB port. 

Following python library packages needs to be included. 

 

import serial  

import time  

import datetime  

import numpy as np  

import sys 

import Adafruit_DHT  

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO  

import time 

 

Configure GPIO pins for read sensor data and 

write to USB serial port for zigbee transmission 

 
ser=serial.Serial(’/dev/ttyUSB0’ , 9600) 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 

pin = 21 

GPIO.setup(pin,GPIO.IN) 

 

The sensor data contains temperature and humidity 

values and are needed to be separated. The DHT-11 adafruit 

python library will split temperature and humidity values. 

 
try: 

   while True: 

   humidity, temperature = Adafruit_DHT. 

   read_retry(sensor, pin) 

   ser.write(temperature) 

   time.sleep(1) 

 

 4.3 Programming Base Station / Receiver                   
(Ubuntu) 

The UBUNTU laptop is used as the receiver and base 

station in the communication. The receiver ZigBee is connected 

to the USB port of the laptop. The received data will be 

displayed on the terminal. 

Following python library packages needs to be included. 

 

import serial 

import time 

import datetime 

import numpy as np 

import sys 

 

For plotting graphs, we need to include matplotlib. 

 

from matplotlib  

import pyplot as plt 

port=serial.Serial("/dev/ttyUSB0", 

baudrate=9600, timeout=300.0) 

initialization for graphs 

ymin=0 

ymax=60 

plt.ion() # set plot to animated 

ydata = 0 

ydata = 0 

 

Graph is plotted by taking time along x-axis and room 

temperature along y-axis 

 

line, = plt.plot(ydata) 

plt.ylim([0,4]) 

plt.xlabel(’Time ( Sec ) ’) 

plt.ylabel(’Temp ( Deg. Cel. )’) 

plt.title(’Room Temperature ’) 

 

The live graph is plotted using the data obtained 

from USB serial port by using zigbee receiver. Following 

code will read live temperature data from the zigbee 

receiver. 
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while True:  

plt.ylim([ymin,ymax])rcv=port.readline() 

print("\r\nat recvr temp:" + repr(rcv)) 

rcv=repr(rcv)) 

ydata.append(rcv) del ydata[0] 

line.set_xdata 

(np.arange(len(ydata))) 

line.set_ydata(ydata) plt.draw() 

 

4.3.1 PIR Motion Sensor 

The data received from PIR sensor is transmitted 

using follow-ing code, and the status is transmited in per second 

basis. 

sender:  

 
PIR_PIN = 7 

GPIO.setup(PIR_PIN, GPIO.IN) while 

True: 

if GPIO.input(PIR_PIN): print "Motion 

Detected!" ser.write("Motion 

Detected!") 

else 

ser.write("Motion Not Detected So far") 

sleep(1) 

 

 

At the ubuntu side, motion sensor data is 

received and motion detection status is printed at terminal 

and displayed using graph. 

receiver : 

 
rcv = ser.readline() 

print Status : 

print rcv 

 

 

4.3.2 LDR Light Intensity Sensor 

The LDR sensor is connected the GPIO-5 pin of 

R-pi. And the incoming data is fed to zigbee at the sender 

side. 

sender: 

 
sensor_value = GPIO.input(5) 

ser.write("\n light "); 

str5 = str(sensor_value) 

ser.write(str5) 

 

 

The live data is converted into percentage value. 

receiver: 

 
rcv = port.readline() 

ldr = float(rcv) 

if ldr > 0.0 : 

per_ldr = (float) (ldr* 100 ) / 1024 print 

per_ldr 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Temperature graph 

 

Fig. 6: Humidity graph 

 

Fig. 7: Output of light sensor 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

Graphs are plotted using python library matplotlib, between 
times in seconds along X-axis versus sensor data along Y-axis. Fig.5 

shows the live room temperature at the time of the experiment measured 

in degree celcius. Fig.6 shows humidity statistics cal-culated interms of 
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percentage. Fig. 7 has light sensor output. The LDR sensor senses the 
light intensity values, displayed in per-centage. Fig.8 shows motion 

detection pulse triggered by pass-ing of an object. When the motion is 

detected by the LDR sen-sor, a pulse is triggered at the graphical output. 

 

Fig. 8: Motion detection graph 

6. CONCLUSION 

The live sensor data is communicated from raspberry pi to 

UBUNTU system using ZIGBEE technology. The experiment uses 

temperature, humidity sensor, motion sensor and light sen-sor. Various 
packages are available in Python language in or-der to interface with 

sensor devices connected to GPIO pins of Raspberry Pi. The 

experimental results are displayed at ubuntu receiver both by using 
terminal output and graphs, plotted by using matlab library for python. 

Live data of room tempera-ture and humidity is measured using DHT-

11 sensor. PIR sensor senses motion of moving objects. Light intensity 
is measured using LDR sensor. The future work can be done to develop 

real time system. 
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